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Abstract: Linear Canonical Transformations (LCTs) are widely known in signal processing 
theory as transformations generalizing certain integral transforms such as Fourier and 
fractional Fourier transforms. In our previous works, LCTs have been identified, in the 
framework of quantum theory, to be the linear transformations which keep invariant the 
canonical commutation relations between coordinates and momentum operators. In this work, 
we apply this approach to establish that LCTs can be considered as the elements of a 
symmetry group for relativistic quantum physics. It is also deduced that Lorentz 
transformations and multidimensional generalization of Fourier transforms can be considered 
as particular case of the multidimensional LCTs. From a physical point of view, LCTs can be 
seen as transformations which permit to consider linear mixing between space, time, energy  
and momentum. 
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1-Introduction 
    Linear Canonical Transformations are known in signal processing theory as the 
generalization of some integral transforms like Fourier and fractional Fourier transforms. It 
can be established that these integral transforms are equivalents, in quantum theory, to linear 
transformations of coordinate and momentum operators which keep invariant the canonical 
commutations relations. This equivalence makes easy the multidimensional generalization. 
Noting that the canonical commutation relations can be considered as fundamental relations in 
relativistic quantum physics, our main purpose in the present work is to study the possibility 
of considering the group formed by the LCTs to be a symmetry group. 
 
Most major theories in physics have symmetry groups with associated fundamental invariants. 
We discuss for instance about this fact in our work [1]. For the Newtonian mechanics, the 
main symmetry group is the Galileo’s one and some of the main corresponding invariants are 
distance, time, mass, and the Newton’s laws. For the theory of special relativity, the main 
symmetry group is the Lorentz group or the Poincaré group (if one includes spacetime 
translations) and the invariants are the speed of light, the pseudo-distance in spacetime or 
more generally any Minkowskian inner product and all the fundamental laws of relativistic 
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theories [2-7].These facts are related to the  principle of covariance  which states  that the 
equations describing the laws of physics should have the same form in all admissible frames 
of reference. For the term "laws of physics" to have a meaning for any observer they need to 
be covariant i.e. they must appear to have the same form for these observers.  
 
Through this work we discuss about the possibility of considering the group formed by Linear 
Canonical Transformations (LCTs) to be an adequate symmetry group for relativistic quantum 
physics. In the section 2, we will explain the context of our approach by defining LCTs in the 
framework of relativistic quantum physics. In the section 3, we will show that the LCTs that 
we consider are equivalent to, and multidimensional generalization of, the well-known 
integral transforms which generalizes the Fourier and fractional Fourier transforms. Outside 
of the context of relativistic quantum physics, many works have already been done regarding 
linear canonical transformations and their applications. See for instance references [8-15]. In 
section 4 and 5, we will study the relation between LCTs and the phase space representation 
of quantum theory developed in our previous works [16-23]. The transformations laws of 
reduced operators and the concept of Isodispersion LCTs (ILCTs) will be considered in 
particular. The main results obtained through this work will be listed and discussed briefly 
through the sections 6 and 7. 
 
As in our previous works which are referred here, we use for operators the bold font . The 
notations  for tensorial and matricial calculations are those developed in the reference [2]. 
 
 
2-Definition of LCTs in the framework of relativistic quantum physics 
In relativistic quantum physics, fundamental relations that we may identify are the canonical 
commutation relations between spacetime coordinates operators  and momentum-energy 
operators . In natural unit system commonly used in relativistic quantum theory [4-7], in 
which one takes for the reduced Planck constant and the speed of light:   1 , 	  1, the 
canonical commutation relations are 
 


 ,         ,       0       ,       0        
                                            2.1 
  being the components of the symmetrical bilinear form defining the inner product. We 
may consider the relations (2.1) for a general theory corresponding to a pseudo-Euclidian 
space with signature ,  and dimension     . For the case of the current space 
associated with relativistic quantum theory the signature is 1, 3  and we have   0    !  , ""  1, ##  $$  %%  1,.  
 
These canonical commutation relations (2.1) can be considered as fundamental relations of 
relativistic quantum physics defining what is called spacetime coordinates operators  and 
energy-momentum operators for an observer corresponding to a given frame of reference.  
On the other hand, we can consider another observer using another frame of reference: for this 
second observer, the spacetime coordinates and energy-momentum operators may be 
respectively denoted &   and &  and these entities must also satisfy canonical commutation 
relations analogous to (2.1) 
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& , &   & &  & &         & , &   & &  & &  0            & , &   & &  & &  0             
                                       2.2 
 
To write the relation (2.1) and (2.2), we have implicitly assume the principle of covariance in 
considering as “laws of relativistic quantum physics” the canonical commutation relations.  
The relations who describe the invariance of these laws are 
 


& , &    ,         & , &    ,   0            & , &    ,   0             
                                              2.3 
 
It can be expected that a symmetry group which corresponds to relativistic quantum physics is 
a group of transformations, called canonical transformations, which keep invariant the 
canonical commutation relations i.e. satisfy the relations (2.3) . These transformations are 
called. The simplest kind of canonical transformations are Linear Canonical Transformations  
 '&  (  )*+ &  ,  -*+                                                                   2.4 
 
Remark: The coefficients )*+ and ,  are not dimensionless because the dimension of  isalength and the dimension of  a momentum. To have homogeneous dimensionless 
coefficients in (2.4), we need to introduce a parameter/ linking length with momentum so that 
instead of (2.4) we have for instance 
 '&  (  )*+/ 0&  ,  -*+ 0                                                             2.5 
 0 is required to have the dimension of a momentum like . In that case 0must have the 
dimension of the ratio of a momentum and a length  
 0  2 3ℓ 5 607  89:#9  8:#                                             2.6 
 
 We may, for instance, choose 2 as the Planck mass2<  =>? , 3 as the speed of light @and ℓ as the Planck length ℓ<  =?>A   withBthe gravitational constant [24]. This kind of point of 
view may be justified by the fact that the transformation (2.5) introduce linear mixing 
between energy-momentum and spacetime. And like the speed of light 	 is “coupling” space 
with time in the context of Lorentz transformation of special relativity theory, the parameter 0 
in (2.6) is “coupling” energy-momentum with spacetime in the context of the LCTs (2.5). In 
the case of this choice, we have in SI units 
 /  2<	ℓ<  	%B C 4,037. 10%EFG. H#                                       2.7 
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If we choose a units system in which we 0  1 (the Planck units system for the case of the 
above choice), we have the equivalence of the relations (2.4) and (2.5) with dimensionless 
coefficients for the LCTs.  
 
A combination of the relations (2.2) and (2.4) permits to deduce that the relations fulfilled by 
these coefficients are 
  
I(JJK-K  )JJK,K  (JJK)K  )JJK(K  0   ,JJK-K  -JJK,K  0                                                        2.8 
 
If we introduce the  M  matrices (, ), ,  and -  and    corresponding to the 
coefficients ( , ) , , , - and  , the relations in (2.8) are equivalent to the following 
matricial form  
 
N(O-  )O,  (O)  )O(  0,O-  -O,  0 5 P( ,) -Q
O R 0  0S P( ,) -Q  R 0  0S              2.9 
 
These matricial relations mean that the matrix  P( ,) -Q belongs to the pseudo-symplectic 
group UV2, 2 [16]. For the case of the signature   1,   3 , the group is UV2,6. 
 
We may consider particular case of LCTs for which we have (  -   and ,  ) . The 
relations defining the LCTs are then reduced to  
 

W
W&  (  )*+     &  )  (*+(O(  )O)      (O)  )O(  0    
                                                    2.10 
 
We may identify two remarkable particular cases of the LCTs fulfilling (2.10)   
 
 For the case )  0  the LCTs (2.10) is reduced to 
 
N&  (              &  (*+               (O(                                                                         2.11 
 
The relation (O(    means that the matrix (belongs to UX, . For the signature   1,   3 , we obtain the Lorentz group UX1,3 i.e. the transformations (2.10) are, 
in this case, Lorentz transformations i.e.  Lorentz transformations are particular cases of LCTs. 
 
 For the case (  0, the transformation (2.10) is reduced  to 
 
N&  )            &  )*+         )O)                                                                   2.12 
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The transformations (2.11) which transform spacetime coordinate operators to energy- 
momentum operators and inversely may be seen as generalization of Fourier transforms for 
multidimensional case. This fact is more explicit for the case  )  YZ  (the  M  identity 
matrix). This statement is also justified by the content of the section 3 in which we show that 
the LCTs (2.4) are the multidimensional generalizations of operator transformations which are 
equivalent to the integral transforms known in signal processing theory as generalization of 
the Fourier and fractional Fourier transforms. 
 
Remark: instead of the coordinates and energy-momentum operators which are hermitians, 
we may introduces the non-hermitians operators [ , [*\defined by the relations 
 


[  1√2 ^*  *_[*\  1√2 *  *
 ` 

*  1√2 ^[*\  [_*  √2 ^[*\  [_
                                2.13 
 
From the canonical commutation relations (2.1) we may deduce the commutation relations 
 
a[ , [+\  [[+\  [+\[  [ , [  [[  [[  0                                            2.14 
 
With the operators  [ and [*\ , the LCTs defined by (2.3) and (2.4) are equivalent to 
 

W
W [&  b[  c*+d[+\               [&\  c[  b*+d[+\               [& , [&\  [ , [+\  [& , [&   [ , [+\  0     
  5 'b*edJKbK  c*edJKbK  fc*edJKbK  bJJKc*gd  0          2.15 
 
The  M   matrices b, c  corresponding to the coefficients b , c  are related with the 
matrices (, ), , and - by the relations 
 
Ib  12 (  -  )  ,c  12 (  -  )  ,
                                                    2.16 
 
If we denote b\and c\ the hermitic conjugate of b and c, the last relations (at the right) in 
(2.14) have the matricial form   'b\b  c\c  c\b  bc\  0                                                          2.17 
 
we can remark that for the case (  - and ,  ) i.e. for the LCTs corresponding to (2.10), 
we obtain from the relations (2.16) and (2.17) 
 
ab  (  )c  0          b\b                                                                       2.18 
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The relation b\b    means that b belongs to the pseudo-unitary group h,  . The 
corresponding LCTs may be called pseudo-unitary LCTs. According to these facts and the 
relations (2.11) and (2.12), the Lorentz transformations and the multidimensional 
generalization of Fourier Transformation are particular case of these pseudo-unitary LCTs. 
 
3-Equivalence of integral transforms and linear operators transformations  
 
 In the framework of signal processing theory, Linear Canonical Transformations (LCTs) are 
well-known to be integral transforms which generalize some classical integral transformations 
like Fourier and fractional Fourier transforms. Let i be a function of a variable j(usually 
considered as the time variable). A linear canonical transformation which transforms i to a 
function Ψ of a variable jlcan be defined by the following relation 
 Ψjl  m n ijo p,qrq(srtu-stt vj                                    3.1 
 
With  (, ,, and  -  elements of a 2 M 2 matrix w  P( ,) -Qbelonging to the special linear 
group U92 i.e. vojw  (-  ),  1 and  m  an arbitrary complex number which can be 
choosen to depend on (, ), , and -. 
  
For the case (  -  	xHy  and ,  )  Hzy, the transformation (3.1) is a fractional 
Fourier transform and for the case  y  {$, it is a Fourier transform [8-15]. 
 
If we introduce two operators | and } associated respectively to time and angular frequency 
and satisfying the canonical commutation relation 6}, |7   , It can be shown that the 
integral transform (3.1) is equivalent to a linear operators transformation which keeps 
invariant the canonical commutation relation  
 
a}&  (}  ,|              |&  )}  -|             6}l, |l7  6}, |7                                                            3.2 
 
The last relation (invariance of canonical commutation relation) leads directly to the 
relation  (-  ),  1. It is straightforward to remark that (3.2) is a particular case of the 
LCTs defined through the relations (2.3) (2.4) for the dimension   1  and with the 
identification }  ~, |  ~ and ""  1.    
 
To prove the equivalence between the integral transforms (3.1) and the operators 
transformations (3.2), let us use a quantum theory like formalism: let |j be the eigenvector 
(eigenstate) of the operator  | and   ij the j-representation of a state vector |ii.e. ij j|i. We assume also the (quantum theory like) relations. 
 
 
N j|||i  jj|i  jij            j|}|i   j j|i   j ij 5 N
i|||j  ji|j  jij                   i|}|j   j j|i   j ij          3.3 
 
One has analogous relations for the pair }l, |l. Now, we may interpret the transformation 
(3.1) as a change from the j- representation to the   jl  representation 
 Ψjl  j′|i  njl|jj|ivj  n ijjl|jvj                                  3.4 
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Then, to prove the equivalence between (3.1) and (3.2), we just need to show that  
 jl|j  o p,qrq(srtu-stt                                                        3.5 
 
By combining the transformation in (3.2) and the relations (3.3) we obtain 
 
jl|}&|j  (jl|}|j  )jl|||jjl||&|j  ,jl|}|j  -jl|||j  ` I
j&|jj&  ( j&|jj   )jj&|jj&j&|j  , j&|jj   -jj&|j
                  3.6 
 
The resolution of the differential equations system in (3.6) (taking into account the 
relation  (-  ,)  1) leads to the relation (3.5).  
It is straightforward to deduce that the LCTs satisfying (2.3) and (2.4) are adequate 
multidimensional generalization of (3.2) and then equivalently generalization of (3.1) too.         
4-Transformations laws of reduced operators and ILCTs 
 
 
Referring to our previous works on phase space representation of quantum theory and time-
frequency analysis [16-23, 25] we introduce the angular frequency dispersion operator  and 
their eigenstate |z, :, Ω,  defined through the relations 
 
 

WW
WWW

WWW
WWj|z, :, Ω,  
qO√$√2 oqOtΩq                          12 6j  :$    Ω$7                                  :  z, :, Ω, |||z, :, Ω,                                         Ω  z, :, Ω, |}|z, :, Ω,                                          z, :, Ω, |  :z, :, Ω,  and   √  z, :, Ω, }  Ωz, :, Ω,  and   √  14 `   12                                                      |z, :, Ω,   2z  1|z, :, Ω, ,   z          
                                 4.1 
 
 :, Ω,  and   are respectively the mean values and standard deviations of time and angular 
frequency for the state |z, :, Ω, .  is a Hermite polynomial of degree z. 
 
Remark: We may adopt the simpler notation |z,  instead of  |z, :, Ω,  for the eigenstate 
of  : |z,   |z, :, Ω, , and in particular the notation  |  |0,   |0, :, Ω,  in which   Ω  2:  Ω  2$: . This notation can be justified with the fact that | |0, :, Ω,  is also an eigenstate of the operator   }  2| i.e. it can be shown that  
 |  }  2||0, :, Ω,   Ω  2:|0, :, Ω,   |                    4.2 
 
The concepts of reduced operators have been introduced in [16]. In our case, we may consider 
the reduced time operator |, reduced angular frequency } and reduced angular frequency 
dispersion operator  . 
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WW
W
W |  |  :√2  √2|  :        }  }  :√2  √2}  Ω      14 }  |  4  
 `

WW
W
W|  √2|  :  |√2  :               }  √2}  Ω  }√2  Ω             4                                   
   4.3 
 
The state |z,   |z, :, Ω,  is an eigenstate of  with the eigenvalue  # 2z  1. 
Taking into account (4.3), we may write the law of transformation of reduced operators 
corresponding to the LCTs (3.2) to the form 
a}&  Π}  Θ|              |&  Ξ}  Λ|               6}l, |l7  6}, |7   5 
W
W}&  l (}  l )|           |&  l ,}  l -|           6}l, |l7  6}, |7          
                         4.4 
 
It is easy to remark that the last relation (invariance of canonical commutation relation) leads 
to the relation ΠΛ  ΞΘ  1  i.e. the matrix PΠ ΞΘ ΛQ  belong to U92  like P( ,) -Q . The 
relations between these two matrices can be deduced easily from (4.3), we obtain 
 
PΠ ΞΘ ΛQ  ¢
l ( l ,l ) l -£  2 P
(l ,l)l -lQ  2 P 00 Q P( ,) -Q Pl 00 lQ   4.5 
 
We may remark that if instead of the transformation (3.2) we have a combination with 
translation i.e. a transformation of the form 
 
a}&  (}  ,|                |&  )}  -|  ¤             6}l, |l7  6}, |7                                                                4.6 
 
with   and ¤  two constants, the transformation laws (4.4) of reduced operators and the 
relations (4.5) remain unchanged. 
 
The law of transformation of the reduced angular frequency   can be deduced from the 
relations in (4.3) and (4.4), we obtain 
 &  14 }&  |&  12 Π$  Ξ$}  Θ$  Λ$|  ΠΘ  ΞΛ}|  |}         4.7 
 
Like in [26] we define Isodispersion Linear Canonical Transformations (ILCTs) as the LCTs 
fulfilling the relation  &  # }&  |&    # }  |. We have then for ILCTs 
 
6}l, |l7  6}, |7  &          ` I
ΠΛ  ΞΘ  1 Π$  Ξ$  1   Θ$  Λ$  1 ΠΘ  ΞΛ  0   5 P
Π ΞΘ ΛQ  UX2 ` a Π$  Θ$  1Ξ$  Λ$  1ΠΞ  ΛΘ  0     4.8 
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Taking into account the relations (4.5), we can deduce from (4.8) the laws of transformations 
of   and  : 
 
Π$  Θ$  1Ξ$  Λ$  1 ` I
& (  & )  1& ,  & -  1
  ` &  (  )&  ,  -                         4.9 
 
These laws of transformations can also be deduced directly from (4.4) and the fact that we 
have for the ILCT  &  so  |z&,   |z,  and then 
 &  z&, &|}&  Ω&$|z&, &  z, |}&  Ω&$|z,   (  ,&  z&, &||&  :&$|z&, &  z, ||&  T&$|z,      )  -            4.10 
 
Then, the relations (4.4) becomes in the case of an ILCT 
 PΠ ΞΘ ΛQ  2 P 00 Q P( ,) -Q ¦,  - 00 (  )§                 4.11 
 
The Fourier transform can be seen as a particular case of ILCT for which ,  )  1 and (  -  0. In that case we have from (4.9) or (4.10): &  , &    and (4.11) becomes 
 PΠ ΞΘ ΛQ  2 P 00 Q P0 11 0 Q P 00 Q  2 P 0  0 Q  P0 11 0 Q            4.12 
 
5- Phase space representation and LCTs properties in multidimensional theory 
 
 
Through our previous works on phase space representation of quantum theory and LCTs, for 
instance in [16] and [18], we have already considered the multidimensional generalization of 
the relations (4.1) and (4.4) for the case of a -dimension general pseudo-euclidian space 
with signature , ,     . We have for instance for the generalization of (4.3) 
 

W
W  √2¨+  ©                             √2+  ª                           14     JK
 ` I*  √2+  ©*  √2+  ª  4JKJK                         5.1   
 
with (2.4), we have for a multidimensional generalization of (4.4) 
 

WW

WW
&  Π+  Θµf+                 &  Ξf+  Λ +                 & , &    ,    & , &    ,   0      & , &    ,   0       
 5

WW

WW
&  2KJ(e+lK+  2KJ)e+lK+&  2KJ,e+lK+  2KJ-e+lK+  & , &    ,               & , &    ,   0                 & , &    ,   0                  
         5.2 
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As it was seen in [16], the last lines in these relations (invariance of canonical commutations 
relations) implies that the 2 M 2  matrix PΠ ΞΘ ΛQ  corresponding to the parameters Π , Θµf, Ξf and  Λ  belongs, like the matrix P( ,) -Q in (2.9), to the pseudo-symplectic group UV2, 2 i.e. we have the relation   
 
NΠOΛ  ΘOΞ  ΠOΘ  ΘOΠ  0ΞOΛ  ΛOΞ  0  5 PΠ ΞΘ ΛQ
q R 0  0S PΠ ΞΘ ΛQ  R 0  0S                          5.3 
 
In [18], it was established that one has the parameterization 
 PΠ ΞΘ ΛQ  oRK ¬­¬­ K S                                                            5.4 
 
which means that the matrix R®   ¯  °¯  ° ®   S belongs to the Lie algebra±²2, 2 of the 
Lie group UV2, 2  , it verifies the relation 
R®   ¯  °¯  ° ®   SO  R0  0 S R®   ¯  °¯  ° ®   S R 0  0S ` 
W
W°O  °                       ¯O  ¯                      O                         ®:  ®,   :³®  0
 5.5 
 
In [16], It was established that it is possible to have a unitary representation of the 
transformation (5.2) using the dispersion operator algebra. And in [18], It was shown that it is 
possible to establish a spinorial representation using the parameterization (5.4). 
 
Like in [26], we may define Isodispersion LCTs (ILCTs) as the LCTs which leaves invariant 
the quantity     14 ^  _  14   R 00 S  O                   5.6 
 
In other words, we expect that 
 &  14 l l R 00 S l lO  14   R 00 S  O              5.7 
 
It implies that the matrix  PΠ ΞΘ ΛQ  oRK ¬­¬­ KS must satisfies the relation  
 PΠ ΞΘ ΛQ R 00 S PΠ ΞΘ ΛQO  R 00 S                                         5.8 
 
which means that R®   ¯  °¯  ° ®   S must satisfies 
 R 00 S R®   ¯  °¯  ° ®   S R 00 S  R®   ¯  °¯  ° ®   SO ` 
W
W °O  °                        ¯O  ¯                     O                       ®:  ®,   :³®  0 
 5.9 
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The relation (5.5) and (5.9) are compatible if and only if we have ¯    0 so for an ILCTs 
we havePΠ ΞΘ ΛQ  oP K ­­ KQ. These results implies that the matrix PΠ ΞΘ ΛQ corresponding to 
an ILCTs is an element of the special pseudo-orthogonal group UX2, 2. A 
consequence of this fact is that we have in particular the relations 
 
 ΠOΠ  ΘOΘ  ΞOΞ  ΛOΛ                                                                  5.10 
 
If we denote respectively ¨, , ¨& and l the  M  matrices corresponding to the parameters   , µf, lf andl , we can deduce from (5.2) a mutidimensional relations similar to (4.5) for 
the 2 M 2 matrix PΠ ΞΘ ΛQ  and P( ,) -Q 
 PΠ ΞΘ ΛQ  2 P(l ,l)l -lQ  2 P 00 Q P( ,) -Q Pl 00 lQ                     5.11 
 
If we denote  and  the  M matrices corresponding to the parameters   JKJK 
and   JKJK , we have the relations   O and   O . Then, taking into 
account (5.11) and the relations   ¨& &  #$ YZ, we can deduce from (5.10) the law of 
transformations of  and  in the case of ILCTs 
 '4^&O(OO(&  &O)OO,&_    4lO,OO)l  lO-OO-l    ` &  (O(  )O)&  ,O,  -O-            5.12 
 
We may remark that like in the relations (4.6) the combination of a transformation (2.4) with 
a translation i.e. a transformation of the form 
 '&  (  )*+   *&  ,  -*+   ¤                                                           5.13 
 
in which * and  ¤ are constants, keeps the relations (5.2) and (5.11) unchanged.   
 
6- Main results  
 
The main results established through this works are the following: 
 
i) The group formed by the LCTs (2.4) may be considered as a symmetry group for a 
Relativistic Quantum Theory. Main invariants corresponding to this group are the 
canonical commutations relations which may be seen as the fundamental relations 
between spacetime coordinates and energy- momentum operators in the framework of 
relativistic quantum physics 
  
ii) In the most general multidimensional case, the LCTs can be considered as the elements of 
a pseudo-symplectic group UV2, 2 which acts on the set of momentum and 
coordinates operators in an  -dimensional pseudo-euclidian space with 
signature,  . A similar results was already established in [16] for the reduced 
operators. 
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iii) There is equivalence between the integral transforms known as LCTs in the framework 
of signal processing theory and the linear operators transformations called LCTs in the 
framework of quantum theory as considered in this work.  
 
iv) Lorentz transformations and Fourier transforms are particular cases of LCTs. 
 
v) As established in the relations (4.5) and (5.11), the transformations laws of the reduced 
operators can be deduced from the laws of transformation of normal operators. 
 
vi)  Combining LCTs with translations (see relations 4.6 and 5.13) does not change the laws 
of transformations of reduced operators. 
 
vii) As shown by the relations (4.9), (4.11) and (5.12), properties of the ILCTs make it 
easier to deduce the transformation laws of the coordinates and momentum dispersion 
matrices (statistical variance-covariance matrices)  and .  
 
7- Conclusion 
According to the results obtained in this work, the definition of LCTs as linear 
transformations mixing coordinates and momentum operators and keeping invariant the 
canonical commutation relations (2.1) provides a simple and natural way to perform 
multidimensional generalization.  It makes easier their study within the framework of 
relativistic quantum physics in which they can be considered as the elements of a symmetry 
group.  
 
 It was shown that LCTs can be considered at the same time as generalization of fractional 
Fourier transform (which are themselves generalizations of Fourier transforms) and as 
generalization of Lorentz transformations. On one hand, Fourier transforms can be considered 
as deeply linked with quantum physics because of the wave - particle duality. And they are 
used in the change between the coordinates and momentum representations. On the other 
hand it is well known that Lorentz group is the main symmetry group of relativistic theory. It 
is then natural to expect that the LCTs group may be considered to be a symmetry group of 
relativistic quantum physics. As it is well known, the current formulation of relativistic 
quantum theory use a four dimension pseudo-Euclidian space with signature (1, 3). But 
according to our work [26], it may be interesting to investigate the case of space with higher 
dimension. Anyway, the formalism developed through this work can be applied for any case 
of pseudo-Euclidian space.      
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